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One More Day

Lyric by J. KEIRN BRENnan
Music by ERNEST R. BALL

SOLO, FOUR KEYS - F, (c to c), Ab (c# to e), Bb (to f), C (g to g).
DUET, TWO KEYS - Bb, Bar. or Alto (lead), C-Sop. or Ten. (lead).
OCTAVO - MALE, FEMALE and MIXED VOICES.

Moderately
One more day
of wondrous Spring,
Skies a
glesam
and birds a
wing.

Spring, like birds, a
way,
Bring them back just one more day.
One more day.

The Night Wind

Lyric by J. KEIRN BRENnan
The Sunbeam And The Rose
Music by ERNEST R. BALL

SOLO, FOUR KEYS - D, (d to d), E, (e to eb), F (f to f), G (g to g).
DUET, TWO KEYS - D, Bar. or Alto (lead), F-Sop. or Ten. (lead).
OCTAVO - MALE, FEMALE and MIXED VOICES.

Gently with much expression
A rose-bud smiled on a
sun-beam,
And the sun-beam kissed the rose,
And they

both
had the same
sweet
day
dream
That a soul
full of sun-shine
knows.
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If you've never been vamped by a brown skin You've
never been vamped at all; For the vamp-est vamp is a
brown skin, And believe me now that ain't no stall.

A high brown gal will make you break out of jail,
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chocolate brown will make a tad pole smack a whale,—  A pretty seal skin

brown, I mean one long and tall — Would make the si-lent sphinx out in the desert bawl—

If you've nev-er been vamp-ied by a brown skin,  You've nev-er been vamp-ied at all! — If you've all!
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Lyric by J. KEIRN BRENnan
Music by ERNEST R. BALL

One More Day

Solo, Four Keys - F, (e to c), Ab (e to eb), Eb (f to f), C (g to g)...
Duet, Two Keys - Bb, Barl. or Alto, C-Sop., or Ten. (lead)...
Octavo - Male, Female, and Mixed Voices...

Moderately
One more day of wondrous Spring, Skies a gleam and birds a-wing. Flown the

Spring, like birds, away, Bring them back just one more day, One more day

The Night Wind

Lyric by J. KEIRN BRENnan
Music by ERNEST R. BALL

The Sunbeam And The Rose

Solo, Four Keys - G, (f to f), Eb (b to b), F (f to f), G (g to g)...
Duet, Two Keys - B, Barl. or Alto (lead), F-Sop. or Ten. (lead)...
Octavo - Male, Female, and Mixed Voices...

Gently with much expression
A rose-bud smiled on a sun-beam, And the sun-beam kissed the rose, And they

both had the same sweet day dream That a soul full of sunshine knows.

THE ABOVE CAN BE HAD WHEREVER MUSIC IS SOLD OR OF THE PUBLISHERS
M. WITMARK & SONS 7 WITMARK BUILDING NEW YORK
Prices, Solos 40 c. Duetts 50 c. Quartets 15 c. each, postpaid

If you are interested in Beautiful Songs Sacred or Secular send for SONGLAND, Fifty
complete Poems and Thematic quotations from some of the most beautiful numbers in the well-known
WITMARK BLACK AND WHITE SERIES
ENCLOSE FIVE CENTS IN STAMPS FOR MAILING
THE WITMARK BLACK AND WHITE SERIES

This trade mark represents the best there is in Beautiful Ballads (Sacred - Secular) Solos - Duets - Quartets

All these songs and more are in our catalog Song Land

50 pages each like this sent free on request enclose 5 cents in stamps for mailing

Complete copies postpaid

Solos 40 cents - Duets 50 cents - Quartets (Male, Female, or Mixed Voices) 15 & 25 cents each

Can be had wherever music is sold or of the Publishers M. WITMARK & SONS No 7 WITMARK BUILDING, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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